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Abstract
The advent of the Space Age allows the use of artificial satellites for innovative applications
and studies of Planet Earth and other terrestrial bodies. The onset of climate change and its
ensuing effects exacerbates rapidly changing environmental and ecological regimes in the
world, necessitates the need for contemporary monitoring of parameters governing these
complex processes for cross-disciplinary science and engineering research and applications. on
the society require our students to learn of diverse disciplinary fields to be better prepare for
the real world. include natural and social sciences, health, agriculture and food, ecology,
environment, water scarcity and quality, sustainability, economics and national security.
These cross-disciplinary fields include broad disciplines of Earth and social sciences and
engineering, such as climate change and sea level rise, hazards and water resources
management, energy resources exploration, weather forecasting, navigation/location service,
agriculture, public health, food and water scarcity and their security, risk analysis, resilience
adaption, and socio-economic assessment.
An exponentially increasing number of international and commercial Earth sensing satellites
and airborne platforms, including aircrafts and unmanned aerial systems or UAS, are
delivering global and timely big data, some near-real time sensing the Earth from space, on
the surface or inside the Earth. Here we postulate the plausibly integrating of commonly used
passive remote sensing (optical/NIR) imageries) with modern geodetic (active) remote sensing
sensors such as GNSS, altimeters, LiDAR, gravimeter/gradiometer, SAR/InSAR, ground
penetrating radars, radiometers, spectrometers, scatterometers, and sounders, and
magnetometers for sensing and monitor the Earth. We present selected sensors and research
and application examples, such as location-based service, navigation, floods and droughts,
hydrology, wetland dynamics, glaciers and ice sheet ablations, sea level rise, ocean
circulations, tides, tsunamis, land cover, bathymetry, digital elevation/topography models,
land subsidence, earthquakes, volcanism, geodynamics, subsurface processes, space physics,
atmospheric occultation, satellite precipitation, oil/gas exploration, water-related infectious
diseases, precision farming, ecology, agriculture and land cover change, food security, harmful
algal blooms, urban and city planning, population dynamics, coastal vulnerability/ resilience,
water resources and disasters management, and climate change adaption/mitigation.
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